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F
or a truly relaxing experience in the heart of the historical old town of Granada, a

visit to Hammam Al Andalus is a must. Situated in the shadow of the Alhambra

on the site of a traditional Hammam, the beautifully designed baths recreate the

original Arabian baths with Islamic geometric patterns, tiling, gorgeous archways

and hidden coves. Under vaulted ceilings and candle-lit passageways your Moorish experien-

ce consists of 90 minutes of relaxation, tranquility and rejuvenation. Four thermal baths of

varying temperatures: cold (18°), warm (36°), and hot (40°) can be taken in any order. Proven

benefits include increased blood circulation due to hydro-static pressure on the body, which

also helps to eliminate toxins from the body. The hot waters aid pain relief in joints - an

excellent therapy for rheumatoid arthritis, and relax tense muscles - perfect to promote

relaxation and psychological healing. The cooling of the body from hot baths to cold also help

your body to relax and promote improved sleep. Between baths you can enjoy unlimited

green tea with mint in the pleasantly warm rest room and Corner Aromas where, over a drink,

you can discover the benefits of aromatherapy oils and choose the essence for your massage

(pink lavender, red amber and granado flower). After preparing your skin in the steam room,

in the privacy of your own room you can have a Relaxing Midra massage that is a 45 minutes

purifying cleanse Kessa massage performed on a hot stone using natural soap. The manual

massage aids muscle relaxation. Whichever massage or combination of massages you choose

you will leave Hammam Al Andalus de-stressed and refreshed with a sense of wellness and

vitality.

Hammam Al Andalus,
http://granada.hammamalandalus.com

Hammam Al Andalus

BEAUTIFUL DESIGNED BATHS TO RECREATE THE

ORIGINAL HAMMAM MOORISH BATHS
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